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Business Driven Sustainability

A commitment to transparency is critical to our approach to assessments.  We give our partners 
visibility to risk because when the risks are known they can be effectively addressed and managed. 
However, robust, transparent audits are not just a tick-the-box exercise. 

ELEVATE goes beyond audits and offers a bridge to improvement. We encourage our partners to optimize 
assessments by integrating them through Corrective Action Plan (CAP) Management, Worker Surveys and 
Engagement and eLearning.  With this total activation approach, it’s not only about process.  We address the 
issues from several perspectives and provide reliable, measurable criteria to support our findings and 
recommendations.

Our labor and environmental compliance assessments are executed by local, well trained, and experienced field 
staff who have a clear understanding of regional and country specific trends and challenges.  Our team is focused 
and calibrated to conduct superior assessments that drive transparency for better decision-making and clarity.

Beyond Audit
While auditing has been a catalyst for sustainable change, we advocate a broader approach.  We know that 
factories can be audited excessively, resulting in audit fatigue and unnecessary cost. The quality of audits can vary 
significantly. We know that in the cases like the Rana Plaza and Tazreen tragedies, auditing failed. 

We are at the forefront of leading the industry from an audit only model to what we call the beyond audit, or audit 
plus model. More holistic approaches enable employers to be better employers through capacity building, improved 
management systems and training. Beyond audit means that worker well-being, worker voice, productivity and 
stability are vital to sustainable operations and economic growth. 
 
ELEVATE’s beyond audit approach focuses on fewer audits that are more professional and of higher quality plus 
the integrated consulting services prior to and following the audit that form part of the continuous improvement 
process.
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Integrity
Integrity underpins everything we do and everything we stand for. Without a commitment to integrity, our actions 
hurt the industry, workers, as well as our reputation. As a founding member of the Association of Professional 
Social Compliance Auditors (APSCA), we not only hold ourselves to the highest ethical standards, we are 
committed to building a more professional and accountable industry. 
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Auditor training and reference materials
specifically covering report writing

Client specific instructions
and example reports

Document control process to ensure the most recent
document revisions are being used consistently

100% percent non-local quality control and report view process for
new programs until a consistent level of reporting is established

100% local quality control
and report review process

Periodic review of final reports with the client to ensure we understand
the client's requirements and are executing to the client's expectations
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